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The Composition of Waters in Mines of 

Sulphide Ores . 

The deposition and superficial alteration of ore de 

posits are doubtless complex processes and unlike many 

laboratory experiments the results cannot be reduced to 

simple chemical formulae . Generally the investigator 

sees only the end products of the reactions, he does not 

supply the material nor does he determine the conditions 

that obtain. Geologic theory , therefore , has been built 

up mainly by inference or by testing repeatedly promising 

working hypotheses . Some of these hypotheses have been 

tested so often under widely differing conditions , and 

have beon fou~d applicable at so many places, that they 

have become accepted theories, if not indeed principles 

of geology . Thus it is incontrovertible that some oulph

ide ores have been deposited by cold circulating under

ground waters and many have been enriched by solution and 

redeposition by ground waters in the superficial zone . 

One cannot estimate exactly the character of the waters 
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that are the a8ents of superficial alteration and enrich-

ment, but the best available index is to be found in the 

waters that are now circulating throush sulphide ores 

and that may be collected in mines exploiting denosits 

of these ores. Some fifty analyses of waters from sul-

phide ores are available. They vary greatly in concentra

tion and for that reason the constitution of the various 

waters is not readil~ compared. To facilitate such a 

comparison the analyses have been reduced to percentage 

of total solids, and the various radicles have been ex-

pressed as molecular or reacting values and arranged in 

groups intended to bring out these relations most clearly. 

Table I. 
a In table I, oppo~itB pa~e 6 , the analyses are numbered 

consecutively. 

a. 1, 2 , :: , 4, 5, 6, 7, Butte, t:ontana. w. F. Hillebrand 
analyst. Weed, ""! . :1 ., Geology and ore ri eposi ts of 
Butte District, 111ontana : Prof . Paper U. s . Geol. Sur-
vey No .74 , 1912, p .lOl . 

8 , 9, 10, 11, 12, Capote J:,~ine , cananea, r:lexic ') . 
C:r . ·v . Hawley, analyst . EMmons, W. H., The enrichment 
of sulphide ores: Bull . u. s. Geol. Survey No.529. 
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1~, Burra Burra mine , Ducktown , Tenn ., first level be l ow 
black copper workings . R. c. Wel l s , analyst . 
Emmons , W. H., and Laney, F . B., Prel iminary report 
on the mineral deposits of Ducktown , Tenn : Bull . U. s . 
Geol . Survey No . d70 , 1911 , pp . 171,172 . 

14 , 15 , Call away shaft , Ducktow~, Tenn ., at water level . 
R. C. Wel l s , analyst. Emmons and Laney , Pre l iminary 
report on tl1.e minera;l deposits of Duc:{to·m , Tenn .: 
Bull. u. s . Geol. survey No. 470 , 1911 , pp . 171- 172 . 

16 , East Tennessee mine , Duckt own , Tenn ., R. c. Wel l s , 
analyst . Emmons and Laney , idem. 

17 , 18 , Ducktown , 71 . H. Emmons , Sul'phide enrichment , 
loc . cit . 

19, Jopl i n , ro . , anal yses by Buehl er , H. A·, and Gott 
schalk , V. A. Data Geochemistry , Clark , F . W.; Bull. 
u. s . Geol. Survey No . 491 . 

20 , Joplin , 1!o . Analysis by H. N. Stokes . Data of Geo
chemistry , loc . cit , 

21 , Joplin , ~o . Data of Geochemistry , p . l77 . loc . cit . 

22 , 23 , 24, 25 , RothschBnberger Stolln , Freiberg , Ger many . 
A • • Frenzel , anal yst . Beck , Richard , The nature of ore 
deposits ( trans l ated by W. H. eed) , vo1 . 0 , 1305 , p . ~77 . 

2 , 2'7 , 28 , Hau raki , Auckl and . The Geology of the laihi 
Tairua subdivision , Bell , J . ~· ., o.nn Fras8r , Colin : 
Publications of New Zealand Geological sur vey Ho . 15 . 

29 , S~anley mine , Idaho Springs , Colo . L. J •• Jones , 
analys t. Jones , L. J . w., Ferric sulphate in mine 
waters and its action on metals : Proc . Colorado Sci . 
Soc ., vol. 6 , 1897 - 1900 , p . 48 . 

30 , Mizpah mine , Tonopah, Nev ., from bore hole 2 , 316 feet 
deep . R. c. ~el l s , analyst. 
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31 , Savage mine , (Comstock l ode ), Storey County , Nev ., 
600 - foot level . 

32 , 32 , Gould & Currey mine (Comstock lode) , Storey County , 
Nev . 

34 , Hale & Norcross tunnel section (Comstock l ode) , Storey 
County , Nev . 

35 , C. & C. shaft (Comstock lode) , Storey County , Nev ., 
2 , 250 - foot level . N. E. Wilson, analyst. Reid, J . A., 
The structure and genesis of the Comstocl.{ lode : Bull . 
Dept . Geology Uni v . California, vol. 4 , l~J06 , p . 1 "9 . 

36 , Central tunnel (Constock lode) , Storey County , Nev ., 
vadose water . N. E. Wilson , analyst . Reid, J . A., 
loc . cit ., p . l92 . 

37, 38 , Ely district , Nev. , Chalcocite enrichment , Spencer , 
Arthur c.: Econ . Geol . vol . 8 , no . 7 , 1913 , p . 621 . 

39 , Bachelor mine , Creede , Colo . Iron includes some alu
minum . Water is al1{aline . Chase Palmer , analyst . 

40 , Solomon mine , Creede , Colo . Iron includes some alumi
nQm . Water is alkaline . Chase Palmer , anal yst . 

41 , 42 , Homestake mine , s. Dakota . w. J . Sharwood, ~con . 
Geol ., vol . 6 , 1911 , p . 738 . 

44 , Federal Loan mine , Nevada City , Cal . , 400 - foot level . 
• F . Hi l lebrand, analyst. Lindgren , '"'alde....,ar, 'T'he 

gold-quartz veins of Nevada City and Grass Valley , 
California: Seventeent~ Ann . Rept . U. s . Geol . Survey, 
pt . 2 , 1'396, p . 121. 

45 , Black Pri1ce mine , Nevada City , Cal. , 400 - foot level . 
W. F . Hillebrand, analyst . Lin~0ren , ide~ . 

46 , Victoria Reef , ~estern Australia 'ineral Deposits , 
Lindgren , Waldemar . 
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47 , 48 , Geyser mine , Custer County , Col o . i . F . Hille
brand , analyst . Emmons , S . F ., SeventAenth Ann . Rept . 
U. s . Geol . Survey , pt . 2 , 1A96 , p . 462 . 

4G , 50 , Sulphur Bank , California . Anal yses by helville , 
W. H. G. F . Becker , Mon . U. s . Geol . Survey , vol . 1~ , 
1888 , p . 259 . 
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Table l, showing composition, reacting values, 
~ ~ ~ 

reaction, concentration, de~th, and classi-

fic~tion of waters from mines of sulphide 

ores. 
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'fhe columns designated 11 1!'1 11 show percentage of total 

solids, and the column following, designated by "R.V.", 

shows the same analysis with radicles calculated to re

acting values . a 

a. Palmer, Chaee, Geochemical interpretation of wa~er an
alyses: Bull . u. s. Geol . Survey No. 479, p.7 . 

The reactin8 value is the value obtained by dividing 

the percentage of a radicle by its equivalent weight. The 

valencies used are those of the oxides commonly assumed 

to be present in mine waters. The sum of the reacting 

values of all the positive ions should equal the sum of 

the reacting values of all the negative ions. Some analy-

sea, however, when thus recalculated, will not balance. 

This is probably due to iron and aluminum oxides which 

are present to a greater or less extent as colloids and 

not as sulphates or other s~lts, and also to the failure 

on the part of the chemist to determine carbonates, hy-

droxides, and other radicles . 

The reacting value enables one to determine the re

~ction of a water . Hydrolysis of a s~lt gives a solution 

which may be acid, neutral, or alkaline in reaction, de-
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pending upon the relative strength of the acids and bases 

which reacted to form the salt . Salts which are not hy

drolized give neutral solutions . Therefore (I)§ those 

waters in which the strong acids (S04, 01 ) are less than 

th& alkalies are alkaline; (II) those waters in which 

strong acids are equal to the alkalies are neutral; 

(III) those waters in which strong acids are greater than 

the alkalies , but less than the sum of alkalies, earths, 

and metals , may be either neutral or acid, depending upon 

rel~tive abundance of salts; and (IV, V) those. waters in 

which strong acids are equal to or greater than the alka

lies, earths , and metals, are acid in reaction . The re

action is stated beneath each analysis. When the 50 analy

ses are recalculated in accordance with the above consider

ations, 22 are acid, 14 are neutral , and 1 are alkaline . 

Results obtained by these recalculations do not a l ways a

gree with the reactions stated bv th~ chemist. 

a . Numbers refer to Chase Palmer ' s classes . 
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Classes of ~ine Waters. 

A study of the chemical composition, concentration, 

reaction, environment, associated rocks, and temperatures 

of the waters in Table I shows five classes of mine waters. 

Class A. The waters of this class are all aci d in re

action. ·while a few contain free H2S04, the roaction of 

most of the waters is due to the hydrolization of the 

salts of H2S04 and, to a very small extent, to the salts 

of HCl. Salts of other acids are present only in traces. 

The salts of iron, copper, and zinc are the only salts 

present in large amounts whose hydrolysis will produce an 

acid solution. Of t hese, the salts of iron are prAsent 

in all, the salts of zinc are found in only 19, and of 

copper in 15. 

The compounds making up the bulk of the solids of 

Class A waters are mainly- eulphates of calcium and of 

the heavy metals. Sulphates and chlorides of magnesium, 

sodi~~, and potassium are generally present in small a

mounts. Carbonates are not present in these aci solu

tions. Aluminum is present in lar ;>e percentages in all, 

and mang~nese is generally present in large a ounts. The 
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percentage of colloidal silica is generally low. The 

concentration averages 2 . 96 grams per liter, when the 

Mountain View and Central TUnnel waters are excepted . 

This concentration is higher than in any of the subse-

quent classes . 

The following are waters typical of this class: 

.1ountain View (1) , and St . Lawrence (2) , from Butte, 

Montana; Capote, (8), (9) , (10), Central Tunnel (:36) , 

S~an1ey (29), Burra Burra (lc), and Callaway (14) , (15), 

at Duckto'm; Victor (19) , Alabama Coon (20) , near Joplin , 

.do .; Rothsch5nberger Stolln (22) , (2~) , (24), (~5) at 

Freiberg, Germany; and probably also Shoal Creek (21), 

Capote (11), (12) and Ruth (27) . 

These waters are the carriers in the processes of 

sulphide enrichment. All occur in deposits rich in sul

phides , partic~larly in either pyrite, or pyrrhotite or 

marcasite, and probably all were collected in the zone of 

or-oxidationAnot far below ground water level. 

Class b . Generally the waters of this class are neu-

tral , but a few are faintly alkaline, or faintly acid . 

Calcium sulphate i the dominant salt. It is probably 
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. formed by reaction between calcite and H2so4 , cuso4 , or 

other metallic sulphates. Sulphates, chlorides, and oar

bonates of magnesium and sodium are present in all,vith a 

less amount of potassium sulphates. Salts of aluminum 

are present in small quantities. Traces or small per

centages of copper, zinc, lithium, arsenic, lead, and 

phosphoro1~s are often present. Colloidal silica is rela

tively larger than in Class A. The concentration is vari

able . Waters illustrating this class are: Green Aountain 

(3), Brook's Porphyry (38), and Homestake (42). The in

ferences are that these waters were collected either be-

low ground water level or at great depths. 

There are two variations of Class B. One ohows a 

large increase in NaCl. This is particularly illustrated 

by several waters from Butte, viz., Gagnon (5), Glengarry 

(6), and Anaconda (7). It does not seem probable that 

the high chlorine content is due to aridity nor to the 

leaching of the surrounding rock, nor yet to the excreta 

of men and horses, because other Butte waters,probably 

formed sirnil~rly except as to depth, show a low NaCl con

tent. The source of the NaCl is doubtful; perhaps it is 
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a contamin tion by a foreign ater from a eep so rc • 

A second gro p contains CaCO~ in appreciable amount • 

Calcium c rbonate is soluble only in ater cont in 

C02, a fact hich in icatea that thea ater ar not as-

eo iated with iron aulphi ea und r con itiona hich oul 

produce acidity. The Solomon (40) an Ho est k (41) b -

long here, as o probably th at r of Sho 1 Cr k (21), 

ettie (4), and iaihi-Tair a (26), (2 ) • 

Class c. These ate s lo ely r e b o the v o 

aters from regions of little or no ul hi In th 

aters of thi c as coll ct n ar th urf c C CO 

plentiful . If collected e.t d p h , nd pe.rticul rly i 

associ t d ith buried a lt b e.Cl i un ant . In 

either case sulphate a, carbon t s, n chlori 0 o-

dium, magn sium, an s ' 1 in iron r r n . 

Colloi 1 silica i rel ively hi h. Th cone ntr ion 

is lo and th r tion of' 11 th r i in • 

The Fe eral Loan ( } , Bl c rin ( 5) ic ori 

) are X pl of thi cla 
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Class D. These waters are all alkaline, ascending, 

and warm or hot. They are associated with recent ig

neous rocks. Berates or carbonates of sodium are the 

principal salts. Calcium and magnesium salts and sili-

ca are present in small amounts. Hydrogen sulphide is 

often present. Other elements frequently present are 

fluorine, nitrogen, and strontium. The concentration is 

variable. This class has been discussed at l ength by 

Emmons and Harrington.~ The wat~rs of Sulphur Bank(49), 

(50), and Geyser (47) belong to this class. 

b. 
Class E7 These waters are neutral or alkaline. They 

are chiefly solutions of sulphates and carbonates of so-

dium, potassium, and calcium. Magnesium salts are usual-

ly present. Salts of manganese, aluminum, and iron are 

often present. The percentage of silica is high. The 

concentration is not above one gram per liter. These 

waters combine the chemical characters of Class D with 

those of preceding classes. They are often associated 

with thermal springe in regions of recent igneous rock. 

The compositi on suggests the possibility that these waters 

a. Emmons, w. H., and Harrington, ...:r. L., Econ. Geol., 
vol. 8, 1913, p. 653. 

b. LinQgren, w., Mineral deposits, p.42. 
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are mixtures of descending vadose waters with ascending 

thermal alkaline waters. The Savage (31), Bachelor (~9), 

Gould and Curry (32), (33), Hale anr Norcross (34), and 

proqably Homestake (43), and Waihi-Tairua (27), belong to 

thi s class. All these are found in regions of late Terti

ary vulcanism, although one, from the Hornestake, was 

found in pre-Cambrian rocks. These pre-Cambrian rocks 

are cut by Tertiary intrusives. 

In general these classes express the work done by 

each water. Class A is the transporting agent in pro

cesses of sulphide enrichment. Class B results from 

Class A when waters of Class A have been depleted of their 

metallic salts. Class C is the type of water occurring in 

sulphide mines which does not accomplish any enrichment. 

Class D, mingling with the waters of Class A, produces 

waters of Class E, in consequence of which the salts of 

the metals are precipitated. 
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Observations on Table I. 

Inspection of Table I reveals several interesting 

facts. We may first consider zinc and copper. Of the 

three acid solutions in which zinc is absent (26, 36, 37), 

one is practically neutral, and two are from deposits 

nearly free of zinc minerals. The acid waters lacking 

copper (19, 22 , 2~, 24, 25, 26, 37), are from mines near

ly free of copper ores, or in which copper is very sub

ordinate. Because of the high concentration o~ the sul

phate radicle in acid solutions, most of the conner is 

present as CuS04. 

Gold and silver are found in traces in the Central 

Tunnel and c. and c. waters of the Comstock Lode. Both 

contain ferric iron, probably as ferric chloride, ince 

both solutions contain the chlorine radicle in abundance. 

One of these solution is acid and thE" other is neutral. 

The acid solution contains no mangane.se despite the fact 

that the ores are highly manganiferous. 

The l ead radicle is found only in carbonatE aters 

of alkaline reaction, doubtless it is present as PbCO~· 
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The concentration of aluminum salts decreases decided

ly with decreasing acidity. When aluminum is present the 

sulphate radicle is high, indicating that the salt is us

ually present as Al2 (so4 )3, although small amounts may be 

present as the colloidal hydroxide. Since the affinity 

constants 1'or iron, copper, and zinc are higher than for 

aluminum, any free H2so4 in the water would first form 

sulphates of the heavy metals before forming aluminum sul

phate. Only if an excess of acid was present over that 

necessary to combine with metals would the feldspars, seri

cite, etc., be rapidly attacked to form Al2(so4)3. That 

this is often the case is shovn by the association of the 

Comstock, Waihi -Tairua, C"''Oote, and Tonopah waters, with 

large amounts of kaolinitic material. 

In all neutral or allmline solutions, when manganese 

is present, the iron is in the ferric form. Ferric iron 

is found in several of these neutral or alkaline solutions , 

undoubtedly as a hydroxide. 

Cadmium salts occur in two acid waters which contain 

zinc. Cadmium, tin, nickel, and cobalt occur in small 

amounts and only in acid eelutions. 
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The relative abundance of the sulphate, chloride, 

and carbonate radicles in these waters is shown in fig

ure 1. Sulphates are low and carbonates and chlorides 

~orrespondingly high in waters high in sodium, potassium, 

calcium, and magnesium. Silica is al\vays present in col-

loidal form. 

Some of these waters contain free H2S04, which will 

react with many sulphides to generate H2S. Alkaline sul

phides are found in some ascending thermal waters of 

Class D. When sucn waters as these mix with vadose acid 

waters to produce waters of Class E, the sulphates of the 

heavy metals will be precipitated.~ Many of the waters 

show an increase in calcium ann map;nesium sulphate ac-

companying the decrease in the salts of the heavy metals. 

This indicates that in some cases the acid waters react 

with carbonate minerals. Reactions like the follo ing 

undoubtedly take place, where carbonates are present, be

tween most descending acid solutions and the wall rock. 

2CuS04+ 2CaC0:3 + H20 = Cu(9H)2C0:3+ CaS04 

ZnS04 + CaC03 = ZnC0:3 + CaS04 

a. Grout, F. F., Behavior of cold acid sulphate solutions: 
Econ. Geol., val. 8, 191:3, No.5. 
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State of Oxidation of 

The waters collecte are in an abnorma state of oxi -

dation due to mining operations . In the Ruth mine , here 
. 

the water level has been reduced 300 feet in a f ew years , 

the oxidation of the ores has raised the te~perature eev -

eral degree • At the Burra Burra the waters colle te as 

they emerged from the all rock have only ferrous iron , 

hi l e those aters standing in the Callaway haft have 

both ferrous and ferric iron . The aters of the Green 

ountain mine a t Butte , colle te a day af .er a crosscut 

was opened, contain only ferrGus iron . It is , th~refore , 

not probable that ferric salta are pre ent except in very 
small 

Aamounts in normal mine aters belo: the vadose zone . 

Since H2S oxi izes ao easily and isappe rs from mine 

aters so ra i ly , the alta of iron are the only com-

pounds hich form a ready indicator o the t te of oxi-

dation of a mine ater . 
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Changes with Acidity and Depth. 

The average total concentration of acid solutions is 

2.96 grams per liter, of neutral solutions the concentra

tion is .82 grams per liter, of alkaline solutions it is 

.66 grams per liter. In these averages the Mountain 

View (1), at Butte, and Central Tunnel (36), at the Com

stock Lode, have be en omitted. All mine waters are far 

from being saturated solutions; the average is about one 

hundredth normal. 

If the percentages shown in Table II are multiplied 

by the average total concentrations, the curves shown in 

figure 2 are obtained. These curves show that the actual 

concentration of any salts, excepting t ho " e of sodium and 

potassium, decreases as the solution changes from acid to 

neutral and fro~ neutral to alkaline. Since salts of the 

heavy metals and of aluminum and manganese occur in large 

amounts in acid solutions, in small amounts in neutral, 

and are practically ab ~ en t in alkaline solutions, they 

may, within certain limits, be used as indices of the re

actions of the solutions in which they occur. 
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Probably all the acid waters of Cl ass A were col

lected relatively near the surface, while the neutral or 

alkaline classes of waters from mines of sulphide ore de 

posits were found in the main at great depths . In some 

mines a decrease in aci~ity is shown by waters collected 

at successive depths . For instance the Capote waters of 

the 300 - foot level contain free H2S04 . At the Capote 

900 - foot level the waters contain n o free acid . At Butte 

the Mountain View (1) and St . Lawrence (2) waters are acid, 

while the deeper waters of Gagnon (5) , Glengarry (6) , and 

Anaconda (7) , are neutral or allmline. At Homes take the 

two shallow waters are neutral and the deeper water is 

alkaline . All the very deep waters a~e neutral or alka

line, a fact which is illustrated by the Homestake 1100 

and 1550- foot level water, the Green .J:ountain 2200 - :t'oot 

level , Victoria Reef 4280- !'oot level , and Gagnon 1800-

foot level. 

As waters descend in depth the concentration of salts 

of heavy metal s decr eases . At Capote the 300- foot level 

has 2Q per cent of the total salts in solution as sulph

ates of the heavy metals and at the 900- foot level only 
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12 per cent are still present . At Duclcto·m the Burra Bur 

ra , at 100 feet , has 26 per cent ; the Callaway , at 127 

feet , has 12 per cent of heavy metallic sulphates . This 

same decrease is shown by the waters in the Du cktown mine 

at Duc lctovm , and by the waters at Butte . In general , ~1-

uminum salts decrease with depth . For instance , the Burra 

Burra water collected above g round water level has 4 . 3 

per cent of Al 2 (so4 )3 , and the Callaway at 127 feet has 

2 . 26 per cent of aluminum salts . On the other hand the 

alkalie s increa se with depth . Since the upper aters are 

acid and the deeper waters are neutral or allcaline , then 

the concentration of all the salts excepting those of so 

dium and potassium decrease with depth , a f a ct which is 

brou~ht out by figure 2. 

The change in the co "position of the latera i also 

related to zones . At Capote the chalcocite zone ceases 

at the 900 - foot level , as do also the copper salts in 

these deep waters . In the same mine the rela tive abun

dance of zinc salts increases below the chalcocite zone, 

showing that zinc salts are carr~ed to much g reater dephhs 

and are not precipitated so readily as the co per s - lts . 
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At Ducktown the c~alcocite zone is 100 feet belo~ the sur

face and below this level the waters sho• a decided de

crease in cooper salts . The enriched zone at Waihi -Tairuo. 

is at about 500-600 feet, and the waters collected below 

this level are free of copper salts. 

In the Ducktown waters the total concentration de

creases ith depth. At Homestake the concentration in

creases downward to the 1100-foot level and then begins 

to decrease, losing nearly half of its dissolve· material 

in 500 feet. At Waihi -Tairua the deene t ater3 have the 

lowest concentration. If acidity decreases with depth in 

all mine waters, and if concentration iecreases ith acid

ity, then the concentrat·on must deer a<·e ith de th. 

If descending meteoric aters, as far as they have 

been observed, become less and less concentr ted with me 

tallic salts at depth, is it rational to ass 1 e that deep 

waters are agents of the for ation of primar ore eposits 

under conditions that r.o e under human observ tion! 
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